BUDO-NORD

SPORTS MATS

Durable interlocking edges

NEW MODEL!

ATHLETIC ACTIVITY can be brutal on your body.

and disassemble.

Ankles, knees – actually all joints get punished severely by
the tremendous forces of impact they encounter during

When purchasing mats, it is easy to end up with a product

athletic activity. In many sports, the foot – and hence joints –

that cannot be used in public locations as they violate fire

are protected by various cushioning systems built into shoes.

codes and do not conform to the CE regulations. Indeed,

Martial arts are done with bare feet, and the absorption of

even if the mat is not to be used in public locations, you

shock by dissipating vertical impact and dispersing it into

would not like to end up with a product which is a fire hazard

a horizontal plane must be done by something else than a

and maybe also contains toxins and harmful heavy metals.

shoe. It must be done by the mat.
BUDO - NORD

SPORTS

MATS meet the

This alone would be reason enough to choose BUDO-

requirements of CE directive EN -71, and has passed EN71

NORD SPORTS MATS which are made entirely from

part 2:2003 flammability test. In fact, BUDO-NORD

shock absorbing Polymers.

SPORTS MATS are so safe they are certified be used
in kindergartens!

BUDO - NORD SPORTS MATS also feature BUDONORD´s newly developed jigsaw pattern which dramatically
prolongs mat life as well as making them easier to assemble

Approved by the European Taekwondo Union

Budo-Nord mats are easy to use. No particular preparations
are necessary. The mats can be laid out on any smooth

The mats are easily cut with a

surface. Assembly is easy and can be done without prior

carpet knife. Practical if you want

experience. Before you assemble a mat on your floor, sweep

to work your way around pillars, or

it and remove all objects. Start in the middle and work

if you want a straight edge.

your way outwards. Wipe off the mats before you pile
them and put them in storage. Pile them straight, so that
no single edge is exposed. If possible, support the edges
while storing. If the mats are dirty, clean them with a
moist cloth using a mild detergent. Do not soak the mats. If
they need thorough cleaning, wash them one at a time with
warm water again using a mild detergent.

Easy to assemble

COLOR SWATCH

RE06-Red (default)

BL06-Blue (default)

YE06-Yellow

GR08-Tatami Green

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
Size: 100 x 100 cm +/- 2 mm.
Thickness:
23 mm +/- 1 mm.
40 mm +/- 1 mm.

GR09-Olive Green

GR10-Green

Weight:
23 mm: Approx. 2,8 kg/ mat.
40 mm: Approx. 3,4 kg/ mat.
Density:
23 mm: 122 kg/m3
40 mm: 85 kg/m3

GY02-Grey

BK02-Black

Flammability tested and passed
according to EN71 part 2:2003
CE – EN-71.
Non-toxic. No odour.
Colours:

WH03-White

Art 40007-000-23 Red/blue reversible.
Other available colors see color chart.
Packaging: 10 mats/carton.

Contact your nearest dealer for more information:
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